Measuring the quality of transformation alternatives in software architectures evolution
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Abstract. Many today’s software systems need to be self-adapted at run-time. Model transformation is a good approach to adapt the component-based architecture of such software systems. However, existing model transformation processes focus on the functionalities of systems, giving less importance to the quality attributes. The goal of this study is to improve model transformation processes by also considering quality attributes in the generation and adaptation of component-based architectures (i.e., driving the selection among many alternative model transformations by software architecture metrics). Such metrics evaluate the qualities of an architecture, such as flexibility and modifiability. This paper provides some measures of quality for different transformation alternatives and an example in the ENIA software.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, component-based software systems need to be self-adapted at run-time. Previous studies have shown that model transformation is a good approach to adapt the component-based architecture of software systems [4]. However, existing model transformation processes focus on the functionalities of systems, giving less importance to the Quality Attributes (QA), also known as non-functional requirements or -ilities. An exception are the quality-driven model transformations described in [7], in which quality is introduced on the design of the transformation process, or the proposed mechanisms related to the Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPLs) [8] considering some quality information.

This paper presents an approach to adapt and evolve component-based software systems by measuring the quality of different transformation alternatives. The goal of this study is to improve model transformation processes by also considering QAs in the generation and adaptation of component-based architectures. As an example, this paper will focus on flexibility metrics to show the suitability of our QA-based transformation approach. We provide an exemplar
scenario for the ENIA (ENviromental Information Agent) software. ENIA is a geographic information system whose User Interfaces (UI) are based on coarse-grained components and need to be adapted at run-time depending on user interactions, system requirements, or other evolution needs [1].

2 QA-based Transformation Approach

Depending on a system’s targeted QAs and goals (e.g., improve its flexibility, maximize the modifiability, minimize the cost, or optimize the execution performance), architectural design decisions can be oriented in different ways. In this sense, decisions about the construction of software architectures, such as component selection, may differ from each other. For this reason, it is important to include QAs as part of the rationale to make such architectural decisions. The use of specific QA metrics allows us to analyze different alternatives of component configurations, and how each one of these alternative architectures is related to the QA considered.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, we focus on some metrics related to the scenario of ENIA UIs. Nevertheless, these measurement actions can be extended and applied to other UI applications offering its functionality as a mashup or a dashboard, e.g., Geckoboard, Cyfe, and Netvibes.

In the ENIA scenario, we discussed the relevant QAs: flexibility, modifiability, analyzability, performance, testability and consumed resources. Due to the limitation of space, this paper focuses on the highest priority of ENIA: the flexibility attribute [5] of the quality in use model of the ISO/IEC 25000 standard [6].

ENIA UIs (intended for managing geographic data, social network information, third-party widgets, etc.) try to provide a friendly interaction by accomplishing the following objectives: (a) user interfaces must be elastic and flexible with the aim of allowing the modification of their structure; (b) users can reconfigure and customize their interfaces, e.g., resizing the component displayed in the interface, changing its position, adding new components, and removing existing ones; and (c) user interfaces with a greater number of simple components are preferred over interfaces with a lower number of complex components gathering a large amount of functionality (i.e., the more pieces has an interface, the more reconfiguration operations can be performed on it).

The metrics addressed to measure the flexibility of ENIA UIs are calculated from the component and architecture specifications (i.e., information provided by developers, architects, and experts) and used at run-time. This paper proposes an initial stage of the work based on two simple derived metrics. Simple and realistic metrics allow easier adoption in industry. The first metric is related to the number of components. The second metric is related to the isResizable property of the specification, which indicates whether a component can be resized or not. Table 1 shows the information about both metrics (rc and rr).

The values obtained from these metrics are used for choosing the best alternative of architecture that can be constructed from a previous one. Both values (rc and rr) must be maximized and, therefore, a trade-off must be performed.
This information is intended to be used not only for guiding the design and development of UIs, but also to be applied for supporting the adaptation of this type of architectures at run-time [4].

Figure 1 shows an example of the measurement that can be performed in the context of the ENIA system. Consider the initial UI provided by ENIA prototype implementation [1]: a software architecture representing an UI made up from two components, a map (M) for displaying geographical information layers, and a component showing the messages of a social network account (T). From this UI, if we want to incorporate a legend (L) and a list of layers (LL) related to the map, it is possible to choose among three alternatives. In this example, the number in labels represent different alternatives of the same component type (e.g., M1, M2, and so on). M3 gathers the functionalities of M, L and LL (which is represented by its three provided interfaces). C1 acts as a container delegating the interfaces of M2, L2 and LL2. Moreover, M1, M3, T1, L1, and C1 are resizable whereas M2, L2 and LL2 are not. The values obtained for rc and rr shows that A12 has the best value of rc, but A13 has the best value of rr. Nevertheless, A11 has the best value for the average of rc and rr, 0.775 instead of the 0.7 of A12 and A13.

The transformations to get these alternatives are different. The transformation for adapting A0 to A11 (T1) implies the addition of L1 and LL2 and their connection to M1 whereas A13 is obtained from the replacement of M1 by M3 (i.e., performing T3 transformation). Therefore, if we intend to maximize the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Derived</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Number of components</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Number of resizable components</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>The highest c from all architectural alternatives</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>max(c₁,...,cₙ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rc</td>
<td>Ratio of components according to m</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>rc = c/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rr</td>
<td>Ratio of resizable components</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>rr = r/c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Example metrics for maximizing the flexibility in ENIA user interfaces

![Fig. 1. Example of transformation alternatives](image)
flexibility, T1 can be chosen as the best transformation operation for adapting the architecture of this example scenario.

3 Further Considerations

It is well accepted in the software architecture community that QAs are the most important drivers of architecture design [2]. Therefore, QAs should guide the selection of the best transformation alternative, considering the synergies and conflicts among them [3].

This research in progress aims to analyze whether considering QAs can improve model transformation processes. To that end, we have proposed metrics to measure the flexibility, and used them for the model transformation process. It is important to note that the proposed metrics are just an indicator of a QA, and their improvement must not be seen as a complete satisfaction of any QA.

Future work spreads in several directions: (a) proposing more metrics for more QAs considering the complexity of direct and derived metrics: modifiability (e.g., modular designs, dependability of components), analyzability (e.g., data about the errors of the components), performance (e.g., response time), testability (e.g., testing components before applying the model transformation), and consumed resources (e.g., memory); (b) considering constraints in the alternative solutions (e.g., regarding components’ technology, location, and provider); (c) assisting software architects to reason about trade-offs on different quality attributes, so that they can prioritize; and, (d) deriving and combining metrics.
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